
"DON'T TELL GOD" by ( Marvey J)

I pray for peace my friend.

I plead in deadly tears for bread

I sweep the tears I bleed,

For the whole world has no place for me.

But don't tell God, oh my friend,

How man has raised his ego over his maker.

How man evolves to it's beastful vigor,

Breeding claws of hidden fire.

My heart freezes for I lost my flamy valour,

To the fiend who bears the name; Damon.

Do not tell God, trusted friend,

For Damon now sits on the throne of Caesar.

Because we crowned him.

His sceptre blazed with thorny whips, Made for our lord's fall in the CE's.

We now sing songs of our fearsome doom

We dance to the beats we could not bear,

But still shake our butocks to the hits and boom of our fall.

Do not tell God,

For he may not strike our hearts for the sins we nurtured and breed.

Should I pray or plead for the sky's fall?



Should man keep basking in hates till the end falls?

May my petitions disgusts not the marvelous creator,

And my pleads never flame away.

Conceptual Interpretation to “DON'T TELL GOD" by Mavey. J

The poem (Do not tell God) is a reflection on how man has chosen the wrong path

from the inception of his existence. Man by nature has loss the mutual connection

with God and as result; he adopted evil upon his nation. By definition, human

nature includes the core characteristics (feelings, psychology, behaviors) shared

by all people. Some of these natures are embedded in his rationality, vulnerability,

moral responsibility and so on.

The activities of mankind have brought lots of Evil upon man. Let us consider the

notion of evil by Nietzsche: Friedrich Nietzsche is a German philosopher,

according to him, evil should be abandoned because it is dangerous. Nietzsche

argues that the concept of evil arose from the negative emotions of envy, hatred,

and resentment.

Nietzsche believes that the concept of evil is dangerous because it has a negative

effect on human potential and vitality by promoting the weak in spirit and

suppressing the strong.

He contends that the powerless and weak created the evil to take revenge against

their oppressors. Nietzsche believes that good and evil contribute to an unhealthy

view of life which judges relief from suffering as more valuable than creative



self-expression and accomplishment. For this reason Nietzsche believes that we

should seek to move away from evil.

However, from Nietzsche notion of Evil, we can deduce that evil have no spiritual,

physical, Social, mental, and religious positivity. Instead the cause has only makes

supreme God and the creator of universe rejecting and leave us for doom.

Therefore, the poet in the above poem pleads for a divine intervention from God

but hopes God never rise to punish man for all his evil and wicked deeds we

nurtured. The poet makes use of allusion (stanza 3, line 5) reflecting back on how

Jesus was killed by man on a mission to save humanity from distress and to

reconcile mankind to God. Imagery, simile, personification and other figures of

speech are embedded in the poem. In conclusion, the poem has lots of themes. Few

are, Theme of Regret, Theme of Sorrow, Theme of reconciliation, Theme of

mankind's doom, Theme of hatred Theme of Fear and so on. Hope you fine more

and discuss.
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